
MAKERS T’s and C’s @ Coalville C.A.N 
 

Thank you for being a MAKER! It’s your creativity that makes MAKERS what it is. We do need to provide 

some shared guidelines so please find some details here. If you think of something that is missing, or 

needs to change, please contact us for a chat.  
 

MAKERS DISLAIMER & INSURANCE  

All items left in MAKERS are at left at your own risk. Coalville CAN will endeavor to keep them safe but 

does not insure items from damage, theft or loss. Coalville CAN has Public Liability Insurance for things on 

display but it does not have contents for your pieces. (you can often get this on your home insurance)  
 

MAKERS FEE OPTIONS: You will be invited to select one on application 

Option 1 £15 monthly ‘Shelf’ Fee and 15% commission on sales* or  

Option 2 30% commission on sales* *any sales made through the group's shop / online or any other sales channel facilitated by CAN 

 

A THANK YOU RATE FOR OUR MAKERS THAT CAN GIVE TIME  

For a minimum of the equivalent of 2 days a month in the MAKERS shop or carrying out agreed activities 

for MAKERS for the same time a lower fee option has been agreed. This is £10 shelf fee and 10% 

commission or 20% commission only. 
 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES AS MAKERS – MAKERS AGREE TO… 

- Complete the MAKERS forms and provide relevant information as required 

- To provide products clearly labelled, priced and ready for hanging or displaying 

- To provide items of quality and in line with handmade / upcycled / fit for purpose – we appreciate 

this can be subjective but things like frayed edges, poor finishing, sharp objects etc will not be 

accepted 

- No products to be removed without agreement in advance with at least a weeks notice 

- Accept the decision to accept / not accept items – we only have minimum space so we want to have 

as many MAKERS represented and their items displayed as well as possible 

 

RESPONSIBILITY AS CAN – CAN AGREES TO … 

- Appropriately look after and display products  (note insurance disclaimer above) 

- Provide payments in timely manner (at the end of each month) with information about what has 

been sold 

- To provide opportunities for MAKERS to get involved in decisions about MAKERS and to give 

notice of meetings etc 

- To set up and run a WHATS APP group for MAKERS and invite all MAKERS 

- To setup and manage a FACEBOOK and INSTAGRAM page  

- To set up and run an ONLINE Shop (using Shopify)  

 

MAKERS ARE ALSO INVITED TO  

- Take part in Gallery Exhibitions at reduced rates or for free as part of funded projects and special 

themed MAKERS exhibitions 

- Join a regular Wednesday meet up to discuss MAKERS (planned for Wednesday mornings) 

- Host talks / demonstrations as part of the Wednesday eve talk sessions 6-8pm  

- Support the joint promotion of MAKERS (the place) and MAKERS (the people) 

- Collaborate on creative projects as the opportunities arise  

- Benefit from opportunities to develop their business at either free if funded or at fair rates! 

- Promote MAKERS on their own social media and connection 

- Think about making something with local relevance (souvenirs from Coalville and the National 

Forest) 

 

Issue Resolution: Any disputes or disagreements among Makers will be addressed through a fair and 

transparent process, with the aim of reaching an amicable resolution. 

 

By becoming MAKER, you acknowledge that you have read, understood, and agreed to abide by 

these terms and conditions.   


